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Closed-Form Solution to the Mori Formula and its Application

Isao SAWADA

Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-01

f43970a@nucc.cc.nagoya-u.ac.jp

The derivation of the closed-form solution to the generalized Langevin equation (Mori formula)
is reviewed. We derive rigorous constraints for transport coefficients in the limit oflow frequency
and those obtained in the memory functional approach to the closed-form solution. We calculate
the closed-form solution for the relaxation functions of the fluctuating force in a free two-band

model to find a long-time tail of t- 1 and the strongly colored quantum noise at T =o.

KEYWORDS: generalized Langevin equation, Mori formula, closed-form solution, Kubo formula, transport phe

nomena, relaxation phenomena, quantum noise

§l. Introduction

The Mori formulal ) is itself a formalism where we can derive the generalized Langevin equation

(GLE) from the Heisenberg equation of motion by introducing the projection operator, however, we

refer to the GLE as the Mori formula for convenience. Since the GLE was deduced and the linear

response theory (Kubo formula)2) was then reformulated,3) the GLE has been of great interest

in statistical physics and solid state physics. The continued fraction solution3) to the GLE has

been mainly used in the memory functional approaches (MFA)U-17) for application to relaxation

and transport phenomena. The GLE was also deduced by the equation of motion for retarded

two-time Green's functions4) and by the recurrence relations for orthogonal operators with the

continued fraction solution.5,6) Some years later than the derivation of the GLE, a long-time tail

for velocity autocorrelation functions was reported by the computer simulations7) and the existence

of a long-time tail has been studied so far.8- IO)

In §2, we review the derivation of the closed-form solution to the GLE by Okada et aI.18) with

the proof of the identity between the GLE and the Kubo formula.20) In §3~ we apply the identity

to transport phenomena in the limit of low frequency within the linear response theory and deduce

rigorous constraints for transport coefficients and those obtained in the MFA to the closed-form

solution. In §4, we take the closed-form solution to investigate relaxation phenomena and: quantum

noise. We show that the relaxation functions of the fluctuating force in a free two-band model
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have a long-time tail of t- I at T = 0 irrespective of its parameters and dimensionality and that

the fluctuating force in the model is the strongly colored quantum noise at T = o. We also present

a model where the MFA to the closed-form solution are practically valid. Concluding remarks are

given in §5.

§2. The Mori Formula with the Closed-Form Solution

We revisit the GLE (Mori formula)l) and review the derivation of the closed-form solution to the

GLE by Okada et al.18) with the proof of the identity between the GLE and the Kubo formula. 20)

2.1 The GLE and the Kubo Jormula

We introduce an operator P projecting any operator 0 on a current operator J in the system

described by the Hamiltonian H as

PO= (O,Jt) J
- (J, Jt) ,

where the inner product is defined by the canonical correlation function

1 rf3
(A(t), B) == 73 i

o
Tr [pACt - i1L\)B] d.\,

(2.1)

(2.2)

with the density operator p == e- f3H /Tr[e- f3H ] and the inverse temperature f3 == T-I. Using

the formalism in terms of the projection operator P, the GLE for a current operator J(t) =

eiHt/nJe- iHt/n is given byl) for t > 0

d "L .
dtJ(t) == iLJ(t) = [el tJ - J(t)] + J(t),

= - 1t
<pet - s) J(s) ds + J(t),

J(t) == e(I-P) iLtJ, J = j,

<pet) = (J(t), Jt)
- (J,Jt)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

We have introduced the quantum Liouville operator iLJ == (ij1i)[H,J] _ _ j. The expectation

value of J(t) in eq. (2.5) vanishes, i.e., (J(t)) = 0 resulting from (iLO) = 0 with (0) = Tr[pO].

Equation (2.6) is nothing but the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Therefore J(t) is in general

identified with the fluctuating force.

Since the projection operator P is defined by the canonical correlation function, the linear re

sponse theory (Kubo formula)2) is then reformulated as follows:3) Operating P on the left of both

sides of eq. (2.4) and noting P J(t) = 0, we obtain

d
d 3(t) = - [t 3(t - s) <pes) ds,
t . io

':::'(t) = (J(t), Jt)
~ - (J,Jt)
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Taking the Laplace transform of eq. (2.7) yields

3(z) == 100

dt e-zt B(t)
1

Re z > O.
z +~(z)'

(2.9)

On the other hand, the optical conductivity u(w) of the system under the external field oc e-iw+t

with w+ == lim~-+o [w + if] is written in the linear response theory as

u(w) = ~l°°dt eiw+t f3 (J(t),Jt)

with the system volume V. By using eq. (2.9), eq. (2.10) is rewrittenl ) as

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

[W]
-iw+ +~(-iw+)'

~(-iw+) 100

dt eiw+t <pet),

with the conductivity weight tensor [W] == f3( J, Jt)jV.

The term iwoJ(t) which we should include in the r.h.s of eq. (2.4) or -iwo in the dominator

in the r.h.s of eqs. (2.9) and (2.11) vanishes. This is because iwo == (j. Jt)j( J, Jt) = 0 , i.e.,

P j == 0 for the self-adjoint operator Jt = J, which is derived from the identity [J, e-/3H]_ =
-ilie-/3H Jt j( -ili'\)d'\.

Hereafter we use the notation for a complex function C(w) == C'(w) + ic"(w) where C'(w) and

C" (w) are real. The Fourier transform of C (w) is written from the analyticity as

C(t) = ~]OO dwe-iw+tC(w)
27r -00

1 100
I 1]00 - 00 cos xt= C' ( )

= - dwcoswt C (w) + - dw(~)2] dx --1 dy -y-
7r 0 . 27r -00 7r -00 X - W -00 Y - w

2 100

I= '- dw coswt C (w).
7r 0

(2.13)

The integrand of the last term in eq. (2.13) can be replaced by sin wt C" (w ) for the easy performance

of integration.

2.2 The closed-Jorm solution

Since the time evolution of the fluctuating force J(t) in eq. (2.5) is governed by the complex

projected Liouville operator, i.e.,

d
dtJ(t) = (1 - P)iLJ(t), (2.14)

eq. (2.12) was then formulated in terms of continued fraction representation.3) The continued

fraction solution is originated in the same procedure where we deduce the generalized fluctuating

force h(t) from the equation of motion for J(t), which is governed by the generalized Liouville

operator iLl == (1 - P)iL, as we have done J(t) from the Heisenberg equation of motion for J(t),

eq. (2.3).
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First, from the analogy of Feynman's perturbation expansion for the density matrix, we set the

projected Liouville operator in eq. (2.5), as follows: 18)

e(l-P) iLt == eiLt B(t).

Since both P and L are time-independent, the time derivative of Eq. (2.15) yields

(2.15)

d
dtB(t) = -F(t)B(t), F(t) == e-iLt PiL eiLt . (2.16)

Eq. (2.16) can be formally integrated and then solved iteratively to yield for t > 0

00 r rrn - 1

B(t) = 1 + L(- t in dT1'" in dTn F(Td'" F(Tn).
n=l 0 0

(2.17)

Here we must recall how the definition of Pin eq. (2.1) is and note that F(t) in eq. (2.16) includes

the term PiL lined in this order. Since j generates J(t) = eiLtB(t)j, J(t) rotates in the space

spanned by J, j, and J. Substituting these results into eq. (2.5), eq. (2.12) is expanded in terms

of time convolutions as

where

00 iLt' 't-(_. +) _ [ d iw+t (e B(t)J,J)
<p IW - io t e (J, Jt)

00

L ~(n)( -iw+),
n=O

(2.18)

00 "t
~(O)(-iw+)= [ dt eiw+t (J(t),J ) (2.19)

Jo (J,Jt) ,
00 t" t _ °t

-(1)(_' +) = [ dt iw+t(_) [d (J( T1), J )(J(t Td, J ) (2.20)
<.p IW io e io T1 (J,Jt) (J,Jt) ,

~(n)( -iw+) = i
oo

dt eiw+t ( - t it dTl .. ·lTn-l dTn

(J(Tn), Jt) (j(Tn-l - Tn), Jt) (j( Tl - T2), Jt) (J(t - Tl), jt)
X (J,Jt) (J,Jt) ... (J,Jt) (J,Jt) (2.21)

Next, by introducing the Laplace transforms as
00 •• t . 't

n/, '(z) = [ dt e-zt (J(t),J) = [00 d _zt(_)(J(t),J)
0/J i o (J, Jt) i o t e (J, Jt) ,

00 't 00 • . t
n/, ( ) _ [ d -zt (J(t), J ) [d -zt(_) (J(t), J )
o/JZ - io te (J,Jt) io te (J,Jt) '

Eqs. (2.19), (2.20) and (2.21) are simplified respectively as

~O)( -iw+) = - 'lj; j( -iw+),

~l)(-iw+) = - 'lj; j( -iw+) 'lj;JC -iw+),

<p(n) (-iw+) = (- t "pj{ -iw+) (- "pJC-iw+») n-l 'lj;JC -iw+).

Then eq. (2.18) is rewritten in the closed-form as

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

00

~(-iw+) = -"p j( -iw+) L ("pJ( -iw+») n

n=O
(2.27)
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As is well-known, 'IjJj{ -iw+) is written in terms of the retarded j-j response function Xjj(w+)

as

Similarly, 7/JJ( -iw+) is written in terms of the retarded J-J response function XJJ(w+) as

'ljJJ(-iw+) = -1= dteiw+tTI(t) = _[W]-l XJJ(W+)~

. t
TI( )

= (J(t),J)
t - (J, Jt) .

(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

The retarded A-A response function XAA(W+) is given by the analytic continuation of the temper

ature Green's function,

crK(W)

where W n = 2n71T is the Matsubara frequency with an integer n.

We note that the Kubo formula for cr(w) given in eq. (2.10) is rewritten as

XJJ(w+) - XJJ(O+)
-iw+

Equation (2.10) is also rewritten as

1 1 j=- (J(t +0) +J(t - 0» = - dw e-iw+t cr(w)
2 27r _=

with J(t) == O(t) f3 (J(t), Jt)jV. Using eq. (2.34) with t = 0, we obtain

11=' ,[W] = - dw crK(W) = -xJAo+).
7r _=

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

Thus, substituting eq. (2.27) into eq. (2.11), a rigorous expression for eq. (2.6) or (2.11) in terms

of the retarded response functions is obtained.

A clue to the GLE lies in the derivation of J(t) = e(1-P) iLtj from the general solution to the

Heisenberg equation of motion as in eq. (2.3). Here we note that the inner product of get) =
eiL(l-P)j instead of J(t) coincides with the closed-form solution, Le., (g(t),gt)j(J, Jt) = ~(-iw+)

with gt = ft. This is because j[ iL, 1-P ]_j = 0 resulting from pj == 0, however, the substitution

of get) for J(t) does not deduce the GLE in vain.

2.3 ProoJ oj the identity between the GLE and the Kubo Jormula

First, using eq. (2.35), eq. (2.11) with eq. (2.27) is rewritten as

- XJJ(O+)
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The retarded response function Xjj(w+) is defined as

Xjj(W+) == ~f: dt eiw+t (-)* (J(t) ( [it(t), j(O)]- ),

1 roo . +t . i d t .
= v J

o
dt e1W (-)r;, ( [dt J. (t), J(O)]_ ).

.(2.37)

(2.38)

Noting that there exists no correlation between t =0 and t =00, eq. (2.38) can be integrated by

parts to yield

Xjj(W+) = ~*([Jt(O), j(O)]_ ) - iw+ ~100

dt eiw+t (-)* ([Jt(t), j(O)]_ ). (2.39)

Using the relations, (-i/Ti)( [A(O),Bt(O)]_ ) = ,B(B(O), At(O)) with A = Jt and Bt = j, and

( [Jt(t), j(O)]_ ) = ~( [(d/dt)Jt(t), J(O)]_ ), eq. (2.39) is rewritten as

Xjj(w+) = - ~(j(O), jt(O)) + iw+ ~100

dt eiw+t (-)* ( [:t Jt(t), J(O)]_ ). (2.40)

Using the sum rule as in eq. (2.35) and integrating the second term in the r.h.s~ of eq. (2.40) by

parts once again, we obtain an identi ty20)

(2.41)

between eq. (2.37) and the retarded response function

(2.42)

Finally, inserting eq. (2.4:1) into eq. (2.36), eq. (2.11) with eq. (2.27) is proved to be identical

to eq. (2.33), i.e., O'M(W) = UK(W),

§3. Transport Phenomena.

Here we present. rigorous constraints in the limit of low frequency derived from eq. (2.41) on

the transport coefficients within the linear response theory (Kubo formula?) and the memory

functional approaches (MFA)11.12.14-17) to the closed-form solution.20)

3.1 Drude weight and dc-resistivity

The conductivity weight tensor [W] is obtained by evaluating the second derivative at W = 0 of

X:jj(w+),

I + I + 2 I +)Xjj(w ) = Xjj(O ) +W XJJ(w

~(-)~(j(O),jt(O)) + ajw2
, aj=-[W]<O.

If there exists finite dc-resistivity in the system, Le.,

(3.1)

"+ II

a'(w) = XJJ~w ) ~ aJw,
-W' -w

_. '( )-1 _ (-)p = lim 0' W - -II > 0,
w-+O aJ

(3.2)
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1/ +then Xjj(w ) behaves around w = 0 as

(3.3)

Successive application of eq. (2.41) leads to

[

1/ (+)]-1
li

XJnJn w _
m. -P,

w-+O _w2n+l
(3.4)

(3.5)

where XJnJn(W+) is the retarded In_Jn response function with In = (iL)nJ.

To clarify the properties of 0"(w) with the frequency-dependent optical mass mopt (w) and the

frequency-dependent optical scattering rate T~pt(W)-l, the following phenomenology known as the

generalized Drude analysisl2, 14, 15, 22) is often used as

O"GDA(W) = [W] mb 1
mopt(w) T~Pt(W)-1 - iw'

where mb is the band mass. Using eq. (2.33) or eq. (2.36), the optical mass in the limit of low

frequency is written as

(3.6)

where a~ is the second derivative at W = 0 of X~J(w+). From the requirement of the positive optical

mass, we obtain
, + ' 2XJJCw ):: (- )[W] + aJw , (3.7)

which leads to 0"1/ (w) :: a~w. These relations mean that there exists constraint between the retarded

J-regarding response functions and the transport coefficients within tJ;1e linear response theory.

3.2 Fixed points of the MFA

Next, we present the fixed points in the limit of low frequency of the MFA where eq. (2.27) is

replaced by 4?( -iw+) :: ~7/Jj( -iw+). In this approximation, using eq. (2.41), p(w) = 4?' (-iw+)/[W]

is approximated as
/I

-aJ 2
PMFA(W):: [WP w ~ 0 as W~ O.

Using eq. (3.1), the optical mass mopt(w)/mb = 1 - <p"( -iw+)/w is also approximated as

(3.8)

(3.9)

,

[
. mopt(w) ] :: 1 _ ajW ~ 2 as w ~ O.

mb MFA [W]w

These relations in the limit of low frequency are in general independent of the model at all. However,

we note that the coefficient of w 2 in eq. (3.8) is described by the dc-resistivity in the system, Le.,

eq. (3.2).
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§4. Relaxation Phenomena and Quantum Noise

To investigate the long-time tail problem and the fluctuating force jet) in eq. (2.5), we must

consider the system where a dynamical variable such as a current operator J is an unconserved

quantity to yield the non-trivial closed-form solution.19,21) We present a model where the memory

functional approaches (MFA)11-17) to the closed-form solution are practica.lly valid.

4.1 A jree two-band model

We study, as an example, the free d-p model simulating the electronic system in the CU02 plane

of the high-Tc superconducting materials ,19, 21) which is given in the hole-picture by

H = Ep L ctacka + Ed L dt,.dia +N;;t L( e-ik.Ritkctadia + h.c. ), (4.1)
ka ia ika

where cta and d!a are the creation operators for the 0-2Pa hole of the bonding orbitals and the

Cu 3dx 2_y 2 Wannier orbitals, respectively. The total number of the unit cells is NL. The atomic

energies of the p- and d- holes, Ep and Ed, are measured relative to the chemical potential. The

charge transfer gap, ..6. == Ep - Ed, is found to be the band gap. The transfer energy, tk == y'W(k),

is given (explicitly shown later) by the transfer integral between the adjacent Cu and 0 sites, tpd,

and the lattice constant a. Since the current operator J with q = 0 is given as

J = ~N;;~ L (e-ik-Ri\7ktkckadia + h.c. ),
ika

the unconserved part is then given by

Equation (4.1) is easily diagonalized yielding

H = L L E"(k)aka,,aku,,'
ka ,,=±

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

where E,,(k) == (1/2)[Ep +Ed+,y'~2 +4W(k)] and aka" = [(E,,(k)-Ed)/ ..6." (k)]ctu + [tk/~,,(k)]dta

with dka = NL"1/2 Li eik.Ri dlu and ~,,(k) = [ (E,,(k) - Ed)2 + W(k) ]1/2. The current operator

J == Jintra + Jinter is rewritten as

Jintra = ~L L \7kE"(k)aka,,aku,,'
ka ,,=±

Jinter = ~L L F(k)aka_"aku,,'
ka ,,=±

(4.5)

(4.6)

with F(k) = (1/2) L-y=± [..6." (k)/~_,,(k)] \7kE,,(k). Since [H, Jintra]- = 0, jintra = 0 and thus eq.

(4.3) includes only the interband component, i.e.,

.. e~ (. t )J = Jinter = h2 L)E+(k) - E_(k)] F(k) 1 aka+aka- + h.c. .
ka
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The temperature Green's functions for eq. (4.2) and (4.3) are then written as

Xjj(iwn) = ~L L)~Vktk)2 L T?=RLter(k) G..,(k,i£n)G_.y{k,iwn+i£n), (4.8)
ku ..,=± 1fn,

XJJ(iwn) = ~L I) ~Vktk)2 L T?=
ku ..,=± 1fn

X [ R~ter(k) G..,(k,i£n)G_..,(k,iwn+i£n) + R~tra(k) G..,(k,i£n)G..,(k,iwn+i€n) ] ,(4.9)

with R~ter(k) = (~/n)2, R~ter(k) = ~2/[~2 + 4W(k)), R~tra(k) = 4W(k)/[~2 + 4W(k)], and

G..,(k,i€n) = [i€n - E..,(k)t1
• The intraband component of XJJ(w+) obtained from the analytic

continuation of eq. (4.9) vanishes as shown in appendix. We rewrite the k-summation as

1 l d(2tPd )2NL E(W(k)) = dwE(w)R(w),
L k 0

1
R(w) == N L8(w - W(k)).

L k
(4.10)

Here we control the band filling concentration such as n = NL-1 Lku B( -E_{k)) == 2 - 82 /2d

with dimensionality, d, and a parameter 0 < 8 < 2Vd that the chemical potential at T = 0 lies

in the band E_(k) and W(kF) = €p€d = (2tpd8)2/4. Since the interband particle-hole transition

with q = 0 is vertical in the k-space, the characteristic energy are between w_ == E+(kF) =

€p + Ed = J~2 + (2tpd8)2 and w+ == E~op - E~ot = J~2 + 4d(2tpd)2. The band width is written

as Ws = (w+ - ~) /2. The band scheme at ,T = 0 is shown in fig. 1. Hereafter we employ units so

that 2tp d = Ii = E = a = 1, which are explicitly shown if necessary.'

2-band system

f

11 w+
W

--L ---.t
& F

We

E _( k) f

Fig. 1. The band scheme of a free two-band model at T = 0 with its characteristic parameters and energies
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(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)

4.2 2D'model at T = 0

In the 2D model, eq. (4.1) must include the non-bonding term f p Lku ct>uc~O', however, which

specifies only the chemical potential at finite temperatures. We consider the isotropic model with

tk = 2tpda[(kx
2 + ky 2)/21r]1/2 instead of tk = 2tpd[1 - (cos kxa + cos ky a)/2]l/2. This corresponds

to taking R(w) = l/d with d = 2 instead of R(w) in eq. (4.10) with van Hove singularity around

w = 1. The functioin Xjj(w+) obtained from the analytic continuation of eq. (4.8) is evaluated at

T = 0 to yield19)

Xjj(w+) = -A[ wF;w) +~(W+ - w_) + iw0(lwl) ], (4.11)

where A == d 2 /8, F(w) == log[(w+ -w)(w_ +w)/(w+ +w)(w_ - w)] and 0(lwl) == 8(lwl-w_)8(w+

Iwl). Equations (2.11), (2.28) and (2.30) are also calculated to yield

[ A] .[ 1 1A ]a(w) = WD1rO(W) + w20(lwl) + 1 W ~ - ;: w2F(w) , (4.12)

- 7/' j( -iw+) = ~ [ 0(lwl) - i F~W) ], (4.13)

7/'JC -iw+) =~ [ F(w) + i ~0(lwl) ], (4.14)
W 7rW w '

with W = WD + Winter written as WD == fpEd/7rW_ and Winter == (2A/1r)(W=1 - w.+1). The Drude

term ex: 6(w) is evaluated from eq. (2.11) noting an infinitesimal number, E, in the dominator of

the r.h.s on setting w = 0, however, the Drude weight WD is evaluated from eq. (2.33) as shown

in the appendix. The terms in each of the r.h.s. of eqs. (4.11)-(4.14) are related with each other

through the Kramers-Kronig relations and hold the parity. Equation (2.41) holds in the model as

it should for eqs. (4.11) and (4.14). The canonical correlations, eqs. (2.8), (2.29) and (2.31), are

then calculated from eqs. (4.12)-(4.14) to yield21 )

'='( ) _ 1 2A [ cosw_t - 1 _ cosw+t - 1 [S.( ) _ S.( )] ]-- t - + W + t 1 w_t 1 w+t ,1r w_ w+
A(t) = 2A sinw+t - sinw_t ,

1rW t
2A

net) = - 1rW [Si(W+t) - Si(W_t)].

Since the sine integral is asymptotically expanded as

l x sin U 1r ' .
Si(X) == du-- =--:a(x) cos x - ,B(x)smx,

o U 2

1 ( 2' 4') 1 ( 3' 5' )a(x) ~ - 1 - --.: + -=- - ..., ,B(x) ~ - 1 - _. + _. - ... ,
X x2 x4 . x2 x2 x4

eqs. (4.15)-(4.17) are shown to have a long-time tail of t- l for t >> w.+1 and Set) - 1 ex _t2 ,

A(t) - A(O) ex _t2 and net) ex: -t for t ;S w.+1 irrespective of the model parameters, 6 and d. Using

eqs. (2.13) and (2.27), eq. (2.6) is written as

21w
+ ,~(t)=- dwcoswt~(-iw+),

1r w_
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_, . + _ . AWw2
<p (-IW ) - [ Ww _ (A/1r)F(w)]2 +A2 0(lwl)· (4.20)

We show the numerical calculation of eq. (4.19) witheq. (4.20) for the half-filled band case with

tP (t)

2 d
2d W//!,,=2 n=1

--;~-
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/
/

I
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t
J ell (s) ds
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Fig. 2. (a) A long-time tail of t- 1 for the envelope of \I?(t) with wave packets in the 2D model at T = O. The

parameters are n = 1 and We /6 = 2 with 6 = 0.577 and thus the characteristic time is w+ 1 = 0.346. (b) The

integrated intensity of 'P(s) up to t with the envelope of r 1

o = 2, i.e., n = 1 and WB/6. = 2 in fig. 2(a).21) The characteristic time is w+ l = 0.346 from

~ = 0.577. For t;S w+ l
, <p(t)-!p(O) ex '-t 2

• A long-time tail ofr l for t» w+ l is clearly seen for

the envelope of the wave packets. Equation (4.15) with t = 00 is 2( t = 00) = 1 - Winter/W = 0.978

with W = 0.156. This means that the fluctuating force f(t) for the current operator in the model

is the strongly colored quantum noise at T = O. The terminology of noise is specified only under

the condition that 2(t) is 0(1) and <p(t)/<p(O) vanishes as t ~ 00 with <p(0) < 1. The integrated

intensity of <p(s) up to t does not show the logarithmic divergence but the envelope of r 1 as shown in

fig. 2(b), which converges to 7j5' (-iw+)lw=o = 0 as it should from eqs. (2.12) and (4.20). Rewriting

eq. (2.11) as u(w) == p(W)-1 with the frequency-dependent resistivity p(w), the integrated intensity

to t = 00 corresponds to the dc-resistivity p(O) = 0 in the model.

When the band gap is much smaller than the band width, 6. << WB, noting that A == 1:::..2 /8, we

can approximate eq. (4.20) as 7j5'(-iw+) ~.(A/W)0(lwl) with W ~ w_/41r and w_ = v'1:::..2 +02.

This means that the MFA where eq. (2.27) is replaced by ~(-iw+) ~ -'l/Jj(-iw+), i.e., f(t) in eq.

(2.5) is replaced by i(t), are practically valid to investigate the system with .6. « WB. Therefore

eq. (4.19) is given by eq. (4.16) as

1
<p(t)/<p(0) = .

w+ -w_

sinw+t - sinw_t
t

(4.21)
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with cp(O) = ~2(W+ - w_)/w_ < 1 and w+ =2V2. Equation (4.15) with t = 00 is written as

82 ~2

2( t = 00) = """2 +--..
w_ w_w+

(4.22)

We note that 8 is the band filling parameter. In the limit of n -+ 0 with ~ << 8 ,$ 2V2 and

thus w_ ,$ 2\1'2, eq. (4.21 ) oscillates with almost no damping because of the vanishing dominator

in the r.h.s. and eq. (4.22) behaves as 2(t = 00) ~ 1 - 0(Ll2
). For the intermediate case with

~ << 8 ,$ 0(1), eq. (4.21) has a tail of C 1 with wave packets as shown in fig. 2(a) with n = 1

and eq. (4.22) still behaves as 2(t = 00) ~ 1- O(~2). For the case with 8?: 0 and thus w_ ~ Ll,

eq. (4.21) has a tail of t-1 with weak oscillations, however, eq. (4.22) crossovers 0(1) for 8 ~ ~

to (8/ ~)2 + ~/w+ for 8 « ~. Therefore in the limit of n -+ 0 and n -+ 2 for the model with

~ << WB, thefiuctuating force f(t) is not identified as noise because the case violates the criterion

of noise respectively.

2 d h a I f-f ill e d L (k) ban d <I> (t) - I\(t)
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Fig. 3. (a) <p(0) and A(O) as functioris of WB/~ for the case with n := 1 at T := O. When ~ » WB, the Born

approximation completely break down. (b) Deviation of A(t) from <p(t) for finite time.

When the band gap is much larger than the band width, ·Ll >> WB, the MFA completely break

down as shown in fig. 3(a) for cp(O) and A(O) for the case with n= 1. For the case with WB/~ = 2,

the MFA seems to be valid for the time t,$ w+l, however, we show in fig. 3(b) that A( t) for finite

time deviates with oscillation from cp(t) shown in fig. 2(a).

4.3 lD model at T = 0

Next we consider the ID model with tk = 2tpd[1 - ka/1rp/2 instead of tk = 2tpdcos(kaj2).

This corresponds to taking R(w) = lid with d = 1 instead of R(w) in eq. (4.10) with van Hove
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singularity around w =0,1. The function Xjj{w+) at T = 0 is written as

(4.23)

with A(w) == L\2/[1r2(w2 - L\2)]. Equations (2.11), (2.28) and (2.30) are also calculated to yield

u(w) = W01r<5(w) + A(~)1r0(lwn + i[WO + L\~~{L\~ WFS~) + F(w) - [~F~0)/dw]W]l4.24)
w w 1r -w 1rW

- '¢j(-iw+) = Ai;) [ 1r0(lwl) - i[F(w) - ~F(L\)]], (4.25)

'¢JC-iw+) = A(w) [F(w) _ F(L\) +i 1r 0(lwl)], (4.26)
W w L\ w

with W = Wo + Winter written as Wo == 2/1r2w_ and Winter == (2j1r2 )[F(L\)j2L\ - w: I + w+ I
].

Equations (4.23)-(4.26) hold the analyticity such as the Kramers-Kronig relations, the parity and

the identity of eq. (2.41). The canonical correlations, eqs. (2.8), (2.29) and (2.31), are then

calculated from eqs. (4.24)-(4.26) to yield

~. 2 [ F(L\) ]
.=.(t) = 1 + 1r2W H(w+) - H(w_) -~ ,

A(t) = 1r22W [ I(w+) - I(w_) ],

lI(t) = 1r22W [ J(w+) - J(w_) ],

where

H(x) == [ ~ - 3[(x-L\)t] - ,B[(x+L\)t] _ ta(xt)] cosxt
x 2L\

+[ a[(x-L\)t]2~a[(x+L\)t] _ t,B(xt) ] sin xt _ ~,

lex) == a[(x-~)t] - a[(x+L\)t] L\ sin xt _ ,B[(x-L\)t] - ,B[(x+L\)t] L\ cosxt
2 2'

J(x) == _ ,B[(x+L\)t] + ,B[(x-L\)t]- 2,B(xt) sinxt _ a[(x+L\)t] + a[(x-L\)tL- 2a(xt)
2 2

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

cosxt.

(4.32)

Using eq. (4.18) into eqs. (4.30)-(4.32), eq. (4.27) subtracting 2(t = 00) = 1 - WinterjW, eq.

(4.28) and eq. (4.29) also show a long-time tail of t- I for t» w+ I respectively as

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.35)

and 2(t) - 1 ex _t2 , A(t) - A(O) ex _t2 and lIft) ex -t for t :s w+1 irrespective of the model

parameters, <5 and L\.
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Using eqs. (4.25) and (4.26), we yield

_' . + _ 1rA(w)Ww2 ~
'P (-lW ) - B(w)2 + (1rA(w)]2 E>(lwl), (4.36)

with B(w) := Ww - A(w)[F(w) - wF(~)f6..]. We perform the nur.nerical calculation of eq. (4.19)

with eq. (4.36) for the half-filled band case with 6 = V2, Le., n = 1 and WafLl = 2 to observe

a long-time tail of t- I for the envelope of wave packets for t >> w.+ 1 in fig. 4(a) as well for the

2D model. The characteristic time is w+I = 0.490 from Ll = 0.408 and :=:{t = 00) = 0.983. The

integrated intensity of 'P( s) up to t also shows the envelope of t- I as shown in fig. 4(b), which

converges to ~'(-iw+)lw=o= 0 as it should from eqs. (2.12) and (4.36). The fluctuating force J(t)

for the current operator in the model is also the strongly colored quantum noise at T = 0 as well

in the 2D model.
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Fig. 4. (a) A long-time tail of t- I for the envelope of rp(t) with wave packets in the ID model at T = O. The

parameters are n = 1 and WB / f). = 2 with .f). = 0.408 and thus the characteristic time is w+1 = 0.490. (b) The

integrated intensity of cp(s) up to t with the envelope of r 1
.

The MFA is again valid for the model with Ll « WB and eq. (4.19) with eq. (4.36) is given by

eq. (4.28) with Ll << Wa as

<p(t)/<p(O) = w_w+ [cosw_t _ cosw+t +t [Si(W_t) - Sj(w+t)] 1, (4.37)
w+ -w_ w_ w+

with <p(0) = 2Ll2(w+ - w_ )/(1r2W) < 1 and w+ = 2. Equation (4.27) with t = 00 is written as

:=:(t = 00) = WiWD, W = ;1\ [log[l +~] -.1og[I-~]]. (4.38)
1r u w_ w_

We note that WD = 2/7r2w_ with w_ = J 6,2 + 62 and that 6 is the band filling parameter. In the

limit of n -+ 0 with 6, << 6 .:s 2 and thus w_ :s 2, eq. (4.37) oscillates with almost no damping
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because of the vanishing dominator in the r.h.s. and eq. (4.38) behaves as 3(t = 00) ~ 1- 0(~2).

For the intermediate case with ~« b;S 0(1), eq. (4.37) has a tail oft- I with wave packets as

shown in fig. 4(a) with n = 1 and eq. (4.38) still behaves as S(t = 00) ~ 1 - 0(~2). For the case

with b ~ 0 and thus w_ ~ ~, eq. (4.37) has a tail of c 1 with weak oscillations as well eq. (4.15)

does, however, eq. (4.38) crossovers 0(1) for b ~ ~ to 1/log[2~/b] for b « ~. Therefore in the

limit of n - 0 and n - 2 for the model with Ll << WB, the fluctuating force f(t) is not identified

as noise because the case violates the criterion of noise respectively as well for the 2D model.

The MFA also completely break down for the model with ~ » WB as well for the 2D model.

The behavior of ep(0) arid A(0) for the case with n = 1 is much similar to fig. 3(a) and A(t) for the

case deviates with oscillation from !p(t) as also observed in fig. 3(b).

§5. Concluding Remarks

In summary, we have reviewed the derivation of the closed-form solution to the GLE (Mori

formula) with the proof of the identity between the GLE and the Kubo formula. We have applied

the identity to transport phenomena in the limit oflow frequency within the linear response theory

and deduced rigorous constraints for transport coefficients and those obtained in the MFA (memory

functional approach) to the closed-form solution. We have also taken the closed-form solution to

investigate relaxation phenomena and quantum noise to find that the relaxation functions of the

fluctuating force in a free two-band model have a long-time tail of t- I at T = 0 irrespective of its

parameters and dimensionality and that the fluctuating force in the model is the strongly colored

quantum noise at T = O. We have also presented a model where the MFA to the closed-form

solution are practically valid.
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Appendix: The Drude Weight of The Conductivity

The intraband component of the temperature Green's functions for eq. (4.9) is written as

Xintra(iwn) = ~ L(~Vktk)2 R~tra(k) L K~tra(iwn),
L ku ~=±

K~tra(iwn) == TL G~(k,i€n)G~(k,iwn+i€n),
ifn

(A'l)
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(A·4)

(A·5)

with the Fermi distribution function jF(X) == [ ef3x + 1 ]-1. The analytic continuation of eq. (A·I)

vanishes because

K~tra(w+)=L: dx jF(X) 8(x - E-y(k)) ['G-y(k,x +w+) + G-y(k, x - w+) ],

=IF(-E-y) [p~ ~ i7r8(w) +p~ + i7r8(-w) ] = O. (A·3)
w -w

However, the Drude conductivity aintra(W) = -X~~tra(w+)/w == Wn8(w) is obtained from eq. (2.33)

as

-~:;a(W+) = 71"1
00

dx jF(X) 8(x - E-y(k)) [8(x +W - E-y(k)) - 8(x - w - E-y(k)) ],
w -00 w .

= 71"L: dx jF(X) - :(x + w) 8(x - E-y(k)) 8(x +w - E-y(k)),

= 71"L: dx (-) dj:;x) 8(x - E-y(k)) 8(w),

1 V' e 2 J V' 100 djF(X)WD=NL....-(hV'ktk) Rintra(k) L....-7I" dx(-) d 8(x-E-y(k)).
L ku -y=± -00 x

Equation (A·5) is also obtained by calculating the integrated intensity of the conductivy with a

finite half-width artificially attached in the spectra of the Green's function G-y(k, w+).22)
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